


UNFCCC Regional Climate Weeks
The Regional Climate Weeks 2021 build momentum towards success at 
COP26. The Virtual Thematic Sessions take the pulse of climate action in 
the region, explore climate challenges and opportunities, and showcase 
ambitious solutions. This is a platform for regional stakeholders to have their 
voice heard and contribute to COP26.

The Virtual Thematic Sessions focus on three themes:

National actions and economy-wide approaches – Discussion on ambitious 
action in key sectors and how these actions can integrate in national planning and economic 
packages to enable COVID-19 recovery and support the Paris Agreement. 

Integrated approaches for climate-resilient development – Collaboration to discuss the climate risks 
facing Asia Pacific, develop low-carbon solutions and seek partnerships for risk-based approaches to 
adaptation and resilience building.

Seizing transformation opportunities – A platform to explore breakthrough solutions to deliver 
climate action at a scale that puts Asia Pacific on a low-emission and highly resilient development 
pathway, with focus on key sectors of the economy that need deep transformation.

Ecojesuit and RAOEN

The River Above Asia Oceania Ecclesial 
Network (RAOEN) seeks to sustain dialogue and 
collaborative engagements among the Church, 
indigenous, and local communities, youth, 
and other faith-based organizations within and 
beyond Asia and Oceania, as we work towards 
an understanding of what is possible in the care 
for our forests, oceans, and peoples.

Ecojesuit is the global network of Jesuits and 
partners seeking collaborators for integral 
ecology. It is leading and animating initiatives 
with the Ignatian Family in advocating for 
climate justice towards COP26 and beyond.

https://unfccc.int/news/regional-climate-weeks-to-drive-forward-climate-action-in-2021-and-2022
https://www.ecojesuit.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ecojesuit
https://www.instagram.com/ecojesuit/
https://twitter.com/Ecojesuit
https://www.youtube.com/c/EcojesuitNetwork
https://cop26.ecojesuit.com/
https://www.raoen.org/
https://www.facebook.com/RiverAbove/
https://twitter.com/RiverAbove_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKV4-K6QCy8


Community, Faith, & Culture
Voices from Oceania and Asia
at the Forefront of Climate Reconciliation

Extreme weather events and degradation of life systems in our 
oceans and lands have moved beyond risks and threats and are 
already happening. In line with the thematic track Integrated 

approaches for climate resilient development, this event seeks 
to promote support for low-carbon actions and practices that 
many Indigenous communities live out through agroecology as a 
Nature-based Solution (NbS). This “community NbS” - this natural 
local response that’s not driven by technology - draws its strength 
from a shared gratitude for creation and the environment that is in 
solidarity with local needs and the common good. These are the 
voices that faith-based organizations (FBOs) and movements are 
listening to in sustaining a reconciliation with the sea and the land.

Science tells us that we only have until 2030 to drastically reduce 
our emissions (IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, 
2018). Oceans produce 70-85% of the world’s oxygen and in 
Oceania and Asia, the Pacific Ocean is the biggest climate 
determinant.

Ocean and forest communities, especially Indigenous Peoples in 
Oceania and Asia, are at the forefront of the impact and action in 
response to the climate crisis. They are leading in the struggle for 
NbS while living in areas where the worst impacts of the climate 
crisis are deeply felt. They articulate the most urgent need for 
climate adaptations and highlight the response needed to 
address the problem at the core, and their voices, not just global 
corporations, need to be heard more in global discussions.

Addressing the climate crisis will only be possible if Pacific and 
Asian communities work together and engage in meaningful 
dialogue that promotes shared learning and collaboration. Oceania 
and Asia have a unique opportunity to set a global example in 
broadening the climate dialogue by leveraging on the diversity 
of cultures and faiths in the regions. In the process, voices from 
the ground are empowered, especially that of the youth, women, 
and Indigenous Peoples. They are the “disruptors” in the global 
climate conversations that FBOs are supporting through years of 
community accompaniment.

This engagement also echoes the urgent call for a radical shift in 
the business-as-usual leadership in climate action by emphasizing 
local and Indigenous voices, actions, and stories as solutions and 
ways forward, not just interesting anecdotes. Recovery from the 
interrelated Covid-19 and climate crises cannot happen without 
addressing the nexus of climate, water, food, biodiversity, and 
culture.

The global response needs to be in the rapid reduction of carbon 
and climate action financing while indigenous communities need 
a reduction of their vulnerabilities in their social environment so 
they can focus on the local responses needed. Indigenous Peoples 
and FBOs have a capacity to respond as they are action-oriented 
with a shared gratitude for creation and a basic recognition of the 
common good.



Objectives
1. Communicate the centrality of Indigenous Peoples and faiths in implementing 
and integrating NbS as a key feature of the Paris Rulebook and Nationally 
Determined Contributions  

2. Create a space and platform for faiths and Indigenous voices in Oceania and Asia 
to share their concerns and contributions as they face increasing vulnerabilities and 
risks at the forefront of the interconnected crises of climate and global public health  

3. Promote further collaborative engagements in strengthening political recognition 
of Indigenous Peoples’ rights, advance climate finance for indigenous-led NbS, and 
other global platforms including Biodiversity COP15, UN Food Systems Summit, 
COP26, and other Regional Climate Weeks

4. Encourage Indigenous Peoples to see the value of actively engaging in climate 
responses and platforms and joining dialogues with others.

Key Dialogue Questions

How do Oceania and Asian communities experience climate change and what lessons 
on reconciliation and hope can we draw from these community experiences?

What changes and critical actions do Oceania and Asian communities need to see as 
we move towards COP26 and beyond?

What is the role of ecumenism and interfaith dialogue in empowering community-
based responses to the climate crisis?

How can local, regional, and global communities contribute in advancing ecumenism 
and interfaith dialogue as a way to strengthen support of the Oceania and Asian 
communities’ response to the climate crisis?

How do we want to see Indigenous knowledge and action as nature-based solution be 
integrated into the process and/or policy framework of COP26 and the discussions that 
will proceed after the event in November? 



scan to register

Community Dialogue Flow

Speakers

Cardinal Charles Bo
President, FABC

Archbishop Peter Loy Chong
President, FCBCO

Bishop Allwyn D’Silvia
Former Executive Secretary
FABC Climate Change Desk

Heather Ketebengang 
Program Manager

Palau Conservation Society

Rev. James Bhagwan
General Secretary

Pacific Conference of Churches

Dr. Fachruddin Majeri Mangunjaya
Chairman, Centre for Islamic Studies 

Universitas Nasional, Indonesia

 Amirah Dayana Azlan
Former Vice President

Pertubuhan Pemuda GEMA Malaysia 

 Xyryll Gayagoy
Youth Ambassador 

Philippine Embassy, New Zealand

 Novita Tongo
Youth Climate Advocate
Kalimantan, Indonesia

Pedro Walpole SJ
Global Coordinator, Ecojesuit
Network Catalyst, RAOEN

Rowena Soriaga
Community Forestry Program Analyst
Asia Forest Network

Synthesis Moderator



Voices from Oceania and Asia: A Roomful of Stories

To amplify voices from Oceania and Asia, we are 
putting up a virtual gallery of videos, photos, 
and artworks from communities, as a platform to 
highlight nature-based solutions in the context of 
Oceania and Asian cultures. 

The virtual gallery is open to the public starting
July 2 (Friday).

This initiative is continuously developing so we are 
still accepting submissions. Kindly share your stories 
(photos, videos, artworks, poetry) by sending them 
to raoen.network@gmail.com with a brief description 
of the activity or program (date, title and context of 
the activity in the video/photo/artwork).

Let’s take the discussion online!
Do you have questions in advance for our speakers? Do you want to share 
insights and experiences from your own community in line with the event’s 
key questions?

Share them on Twitter and tag @RiverAbove_ and @Ecojesuit                   
using the hashtag #CommunityFaithNature and we will take note of them 
for our dialogue on July 6.

Not yet registered? Click here.

How to view: 

Open the link 
bit.ly/VoicesFromOceaniaAsia on 
your browser or scan the QR code 
below. The virtual gallery is best 
viewed through your computer; for 
mobile users, you may download 
the ArtSteps app for free for easier 
access.

mailto:?subject=
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIlf-yrpzIpGNTf2Vt9pHKhv1K1vuohKNqe?fbclid=IwAR2LoNIDkCn2sRDkGgXr2FEvkFedKER_raj0QZcGvU1WMMO-ocUReBT70qs
bit.ly/VoicesFromOceaniaAsia

